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Feeling Backward

Awakening

Heather Love

Nathaniel Frank

Harvard University Press (Wiley)

The Belknap Press (Wiley)

9780674032392

9780674737228

£17.95 | PB | 206 pp. | Mar 2009

£28.95 | HB | 456 pp. | Apr 2017

Feeling Backward makes an effort
to value aspects of historical gay
experience that now threaten to
disappear, branded as
embarrassing evidence of the bad
old days before Stonewall.

Some of the most divisive contests
shaping the quest for marriage
equality occurred within the ranks of
LGBTQ advocates. Frank tells the
dramatic story of how an idea that
once seemed unfathomable—and
for many gays and lesbians
undesirable—became a legal and
moral right in just half a century.

Mostly Straight

Not All Dead White Men

Ritch C. Savin-Williams
Harvard University Press (Wiley)
9780674976382
£22.95 | HB | 256 pp. | Nov 2017

Donna Zuckerberg
Harvard University Press (Wiley)
9780674975552
£22.95 | HB | 288 pp. | Oct 2018
Also available in PB

Most of us assume that sexuality
is fixed: either you’re straight,
gay, or bisexual. Yet an
increasing number of young
men today say that those
categories are too rigid. They
are, they insist, “mostly straight.”

Donna Zuckerberg dives deep
into the virtual communities of
the far right, where men lament
their loss of power and privilege
and strategize about how to
reclaim them.

Powers of the Real

Testosterone

Diane Wei Lewis

Harvard University Press (Wiley)
9780674241152
£23.95 | HB | 282 pp. | Oct 2019
Also available in PB

R. M. Jordan-Young &
K. Karkazis
Harvard University Press (Wiley)
9780674725324
£23.95 | HB | 288 pp. | Oct 2019

Examining cultural criticism, art,
news media, literature, and film,
Lewis shows how representations of
women and signifiers of femininity
were used to characterize new
forms of pleasure in Japan's
interwar cinema.

The authors show how this
molecule’s outmoded, authorized
life story persisted, providing a
handy rationale for countless
behaviors—from the boorish and
the belligerent to the exemplary
and enviable.

A Convert's Tale

The Stories of Oscar
Wilde

Tamar Herzig
Harvard University Press (Wiley)

Ed. by Nicholas Frankel

9780674237537

Harvard University Press (Wiley)

£39.95 | HB | 400 pp. | Dec 2019

9780674248670
£22.95 | HB | 336 pp. | Nov 2020

Through the story of Salomone da
Sesso, Herzig examines
homosexuality in Renaissance Italy,
the response of Jewish communities
and Christian authorities to
allegations of sexual crimes, and
attitudes toward homosexual acts
among Christians and Jews.

In this new selection of his short
fiction, Wilde’s gifts as a storyteller
are on full display, accompanied by
informative facing-page
annotations from Wilde biographer
and scholar Nicholas Frankel.
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Documents of LGBT
Movement

Transgender

Chuck Stewart

Thomas

Greenwood Press (Marston)

Greenwood Press (Marston)

9781440855016

9781440856907

£73 | HB | 248 pp. | May 2018

£47 | HB | 364 pp. | Feb 2019

These documents enable readers
to reflect on pivotal moments in
the LGBT rights and sexual
equality movement in the past up
to the achievement of marriage
equality.

This book will primarily serve as
a reference guide and jumping
off point for further research for
those seeking information about
what it means to be transgender.

LGBTQ Americans in
the U.S. Political
System, 2 voll.
Ed. by Jason Pierceson

A. Devor & A. Haefele-

Queer Cinema in
America
Aubrey Malone
Greenwood Press (Marston)

Greenwood Press (Marston)

9781440867156

9781440852763

£75 | HB | 335 pp. | Nov 2019

£157 | HB | 599 pp. | Nov 2019

A broad survey of the ways in
which gay Americans are
influencing the tenor and
trajectory of U.S. politics at the
local, state, and national levels.

Taking us from a time when
LGBTQ characters were often
represented as either caricatures or
figures of farce, this lively yet
authoritative reference explores
the sea change ushered in by
cinema queer figures.

Gender Ambiguity in
the Workplace

Transgender in the
Workplace

A. Ash Fogarty, PhD, &

Vanessa Sheridan

L. Zheng
Praeger Publishers (Marston)
9781440863226

Praeger Publishers (Marston)
9781440858062
£7.99 | PB | 112 pp. | Dec 2018

£29 | HB | 192 pp. | Apr 2018

This book offers guidance and
novel policy recommendations
designed to ensure the success of
transgender employees.

The GLMA Handbook
on LGBT Health,
2 voll.
Ed. by J. S. Schneider, MD,
et al.
Praeger Publishers (Marston)
9780313395659
£85 | HB | 580 pp. | May 2019

The handbook addresses
physical, mental, and emotional
health, as well as policy decisions
affecting the LGBT community.

A thrilling new voice who has been
credited with launching the
“second wave” of trans studies,
Chu shows readers how to write for
your life, baring her innermost self
with a morbid sense of humor and
a mordant kind of hope.

Transgender Health
and Medicine
Dana Jennett Bevan, PhD
Praeger Publishers (Marston)
9781440866913
£49 | HB | 297 pp. | July 2019

This book provides background on
transgender history, needs,
assessment, and procedures; side
effects of procedures; and
outcomes that all providers need to
understand to treat transgender
patients and relate to their
particular expectations.
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Queer Exceptions

The Power of

Stephen Greer

Vulnerability

Manchester University Press
(NBNi)

Ed. by Anu Koivunen et al.

9781526113696

Manchester University Press
(NBNi)

£80 | HB | 264 pp. | Nov 2018

9781526133090

Also available in PB

£25 | HB | 264 pp. | Dec 2018

Queer exceptions is a study of
contemporary solo performance
in the UK and Western Europe
that explores the contentious
relationship between identity,
individuality and neoliberalism.

This book investigates the new
language of vulnerability that has
emerged in feminist, queer and
antiracist debates on media.

Queer Muslim
Diasporas in
Contemporary
Literature and Film

Alberto Fernández Carbajal
Manchester University Press
(NBNi)

Deco Dandy
John Potvin
Manchester University Press
(NBNi)
9781526135766
£80 | HB | 328 pp. | Oct 2020

9781526128102
£80 | HB | 296 pp. | July 2019
Also available in PB

An exploration of queer migrant
Muslims in international
literature and film.

Queering Mennonite
Literature
Daniel Shank Cruz
Penn State University Press
(NBNi)

The book suggests a broader view
of art deco by claiming a greater
place for the male body,
masculinity and the dandy in this
history than has been given to date.

Sodomites, Pederasts,
and Tribades in 18thCentury France
Ed. by Jeffrey Merrick

9780271082455

Penn State University Press
(NBNi)

£67.95 | HB | 184 pp. | Jan 2019

9780271083353
£71.95 | HB | 272 pp. | Mar 2019

These works argue for the
existence of a “queer
Mennonite” identity on the basis
of shared values.

Kenyan, Christian,
Queer
Adriaan van Klinken
Penn State University Press
(NBNi)
9780271083803
£71.95 | HB | 248 pp. | July 2019
PB coming in Sept 2020

Four case studies show how Kenyan
traditions, black African identities,
and Christian practices are being
navigated to allow for queer
Kenyan Christian imaginations.

The book depicts the policing of
same-sex populations in 18thcentury France and and the ways
Parisians regarded what they called
sodomy or pederasty and tribadism.

Law and Sexuality in
Tennessee Williams’s
America
Jacqueline O'Connor
Fairleigh Dickinson U. P. (NBNi)
9781611478938
£60 | HB | 228 pp. | May 2016
Also available in PB

By tracing the representations of
homosexuality in his work, the
book charts the intersections
between Williams’s literature and
the laws of his period.
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Gendered Mobilizations
and Intersectional
Challenges
S. M. Rodriguez
ECPR Press (NBNi)
9781785522901

The Economies of
Queer Inclusion
S. M. Rodriguez
Lexington Books (NBNi)
9781498581714
£65 | HB | 150 pp. | Dec 2018

£85 | HB | 324 pp. | July 2019
Also available in PB

Universalist messages can also
obscure difference within social
movements in Europe and North
America, hence an intersectional
analysis of these is much needed.

This book excavates how
transnational advocacy, which
aims to empower LGBTI rights
activism, actually restructures
and, in some cases, limits local
movements in Uganda.

Locating Queerness
in the Media

Men's Rights, Gender,
and Social Media

J. Campbell & T. Carilli

Christa Hodapp

Lexington Books (NBNi)

Lexington Books (NBNi)

9781498549059

9781498526166

£60 | HB | 210 pp. | July 2017

£60 | HB | 210 pp. | Sept 2017

Also available in PB

Also available in PB

An examination of how media
images of the LGBTQ community
create a universal consciousness
about the existence of queer
people.

This work examines the
contemporary men’s rights
movement, a mainly online
movement that claims men are
oppressed by gender norms,
women, and feminism.

Gender and Mobility
E. Penttinen & A. Kynsilehto

Gender and Informal
Institutions

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

Ed. by Georgina Waylen

9781786602671

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)

£85 | HB | 194 pp. | May 2017

9781786600028

Also available in PB

£85 | HB | 284 pp. | May 2017
Also available in PB

This book examines global
mobilities from gendered
perspectives, asking how gender
together with race/ethnicity, social
class, nationality and sexuality
shape globally mobile lives.

Stonewall Strong
John Manuel Andriote

This book provides analytical
frameworks and detailed empirical
knowledge to further our
understanding of the gendering of
informal institutions.

Nonbinary Gender
Identities
Charlie McNabb

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781442258235
£24.95 | HB | 326 pp. | Oct 2017

Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781442275515
£52.95 | HB | 304 pp. | Dec 2017

Also available in PB

Health journalist Andriote didn’t
expect to come out in
the Washington Post about his
HIV diagnosis. When and how
had he become resilient? He
searched his journals for answers
in his own life story.

This timely resource—the first
reference on nonbinary gender
identities—offers an accessible
entry into researching this topic.
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Serving LGBTQ Teens
Lisa Houde
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781538107607
£44.95 | PB | 162 pp. | June 2018

Livable Intersections
Sara M. Kallock
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781786604477
£80 | HB | 180 pp. | Jan 2019
Also available in PB

This book offers the librarian a
practical guide to library service to
LGBTQ teens – from collection
development, understanding
terminology, dealing with
censorship issues, and more.

For many sex workers, life is lived
at the crossroads of exclusion and
assimilation. Within the context of
heteronormativity, sex working
experiences are defined by
multiple and overlapping forms
of marginalization.

Gender and Food

America Through
Transgender Eyes

Shelley L. Koch
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781442257757
£52.95 | HB | 136 pp. | Feb 2019
Also available in PB

J. E. Sumerau &
L. A. B. Mathers
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781538122068
£49.95 | HB | 208 pp. | Apr 2019
Also available in PB

The book provides a framework
from which to understand how
gender is central to the
production, distribution, and
consumption of food.

This book provides readers with
important insights into the beauty
and struggle of transgender
people, identities, experiences, and
relationships.

Queer Intercultural
Communication

Self-Definition

Ed. by S. Eguchi &
B. Calafell
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781538121405

Teodros Kiros
Rowman & Littlefield (NBNi)
9781793605948
£54.95 | HB | 140 pp. | Oct 2019

£52.95 | HB | 304 pp. | Oct 2019

The book helps to expand the
field of queer studies to consider
cultural difference and how it
affects everyday communication
across the globe.

Through a careful reading of case
studies from both the Global South
and Global North, Kiros
demonstrates that race, gender, and
sex are performed in the Global
South radically differently from in
the Global North.

Anti-Gender
Campaigns in Europe

Gender Norms and
Intersectionality

Also available in PB

Ed. by R. Kuhar &
D. Paternotte
Rowman & Littlefield
International (NBNi)
9781783489992
£85 | HB | 302 pp. | Aug 2017

Riki Wilchins
Rowman & Littlefield
International (NBNi)
9781786610836
£70 | HB | 226 pp. | Mar 2019
Also available in PB

Also available in PB

This collection is a transnational and
comparative attempt to better
understand anti-gender
mobilizations in Europe.

The book examines the impact of
gender norms on young people
showing how social institutions
are also highly gendered.
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Work That Body

Gender, Global Health,

Jamie Hakim

and Violence

Rowman & Littlefield
International (NBNi)
9781786604415
£80 | HB | 190 pp. | Oct 2019

Ed. by T. Vaittinen &
C. C. Confortini
Rowman & Littlefield
International (NBNi)
9781786611161
£80 | HB | 304 pp. | Nov 2019
Also available in PB

Work That Body: Male Bodies in
Digital Culture explores the
recent rise in different types of
men using digital media to
sexualise their bodies.

This text will help students and
researchers alike navigate Global
Health through a feminist lens.

The Seduction of

Virtual Activism

Youth

Robert Phillips

Javier Samper Vendrell
University of Toronto Press
(NBNi)

University of Toronto Press
(NBNi)
9781487507459

9781487507343

£56.99 | HB | 180 pp. | June 2020

£59.99 | HB | 280 pp. | Apr 2020

Also available in PB

Also available in PB

This is the first study to focus on
the League for Human Rights,
Germany’s first mass homosexual
organization, and its leader
Friedrich Radszuweit.

Phillips argues that the activism
engaged in by LGBT Singaporeans
for governmental and societal
recognition is in many respects
virtual.

Researching Sex and
Sexualities

"Queer"Asia

Ed. by C. Morrris et al.

J. Ung Loh

ZED Books (NBNi)
9781786993205
£70 | HB | 392 pp. | Feb 2018
Also available in PB

A rich collection of essays that
reflects on the methodologies and
parameters for researching
sexualities to offer innovative new
approaches.

Lesbian Feminism
Niharika Banerjea et al.
ZED Books (NBNi)
9781786995315
£70 | HB | 336 pp. | Aug 2019
Also available in PB

Ed. by J. D. Luther &

ZED Books (NBNi)
9781786995827
£70 | HB | 304 pp. | May 2019
Also available in PB

Building on the work of the annual
Queer Asia conference, which the
editors helped to establish, this
collection represents the most
comprehensive work to date on
queer studies in an Asian context.

Marxist Feminist
Theories and Struggles
Today
Ed. by K. Fakier et al.
ZED Books (NBNi)
9781786996169
£70 | HB | 384 pp. | Feb 2020

Provocative, nuanced and farreaching, Lesbian Feminism
confronts the historic devaluation
of lesbian-feminist politics within
Anglo-American discourse and
beyond.

Also available in PB

An analisis of capitalism as a
gendered, racialized social
formation.
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History's Queer

Marxism and

Stories

Intersectionality

Natalie Marena Nobitz

Ashley J. Bohrer

Transcript Verlag (Marston)

Transcript Verlag (Marston)

9783837645439

9783837641608

£36.99 | PB | 310 pp. | Oct 2018

£27.99 | PB | 320 pp. | Sept 2019

Critical analysis of the
dramatisation of homosexuality in
British fiction about the Second
World War is noticeable only by its
relative absence from the field. This
study tries to fill this gap.

Bohrer argues that it is only by
considering all of the dimensions of
race, gender, sexuality, and class
within the structures of capitalism
and imperialism that we can
understand power relations as we
find them nowadays.

